The impact of CTE:
The damage of sport
and war to the brain

An all-star panel moderated by Dr. Jon LaPook,
NYU Professor of Medicine and CBS News
Chief Medical Correspondent
TUESDAY, MAY 7, 2019
6:00 - 9:00pm
Royalton Park Avenue
420 Park Avenue South at 29th Street
New York City
INFORMATION ABOUT THE EVENT
CurePSP, the foundation for prime of life
neurodegeneration, presents a must-see event
on May 7 in New York City on chronic traumatic
encephalopathy (CTE), a degenerative brain
disease that results from repeated head trauma
often sustained by young men and women in
contact sports and military service.
CTE is in a category of prime of life neurodegenerative diseases that research suggests
are linked pathologically and exhibit many similar
symptoms. Research into these prime of life
diseases may lead to treatments for more common
conditions like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases.
Neurodegeneration is currently incurable, and
treatments are limited.

OUR PANEL, MODERATED BY JON LaPOOK, MD,
OF CBS NEWS, INCLUDES:
A panel of medical experts and those who have
been directly affected will discuss the latest
science and their real-life experiences around CTE.
• Robert Stern, PhD - Boston University
• Sam Gandy, MD, PhD - Mount Sinai
• Lisa McHale - Concussion Legacy Foundation
• Mike Adamle - Probable CTE Patient
• Kim Adamle - Spouse and Advocate
• Karen Kinzle Zegel - Patrick Risha
CTE Awareness Foundation

AGENDA
• 6:00pm - 7:00pm:
Cocktails and Hors d’oeuvres
• 7:00pm - 8:00pm:
CTE Panel Discussion
• 8:00pm - 9:00pm:
Cocktails and Conversation

THE CTE R E S EAR C H I N ITIATIVE

The impact of CTE:

The damage of sport and war to the brain
TUESDAY, MAY 7, 2019

SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

6:00 - 9:00pm

Visionary Sponsor: $20,000

Royalton Park Avenue
420 Park Avenue South at 29th Street
New York City

1 Opportunity Available
• Logo prominently displayed as the Visionary Sponsor on all
event collateral
• Logo and link as the Visionary Sponsor on event website
• Acknowledgment of support in the next CurePSP newsletter

WHY BE A SPONSOR OF THIS EVENT?
CurePSP, the foundation for prime of life neurodegeneration, presents a must-see event on
May 7 in New York City on chronic traumatic
encephalopathy (CTE), a degenerative brain
disease that results from repeated head trauma
often sustained by young men and women in
contact sports and military service.

• Full-page insert in the reception program

CTE is in a category of prime of life neurodegenerative diseases that research suggests are linked
pathologically and exhibit many similar symptoms.
Research into these prime of life diseases may lead
to treatments for more-common conditions like
Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases. Neurodegeneration is currently incurable, and treatments
are limited.

• Inclusion of promotional items in guest gift bags (optional)

• Verbal recognition of thanks by the moderator
• Podium remarks or video by Visionary Sponsor representative
for three minutes
• Promotion on social media channels (Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook)
and event emails
• Four individual reception attendees
• Inclusion of company logo on screens during event

Innovation Sponsor: $15,000
2 Opportunities Available
• Logo and link as the Innovation Sponsor on event website
• Promotion on social media channels (Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook)
and event emails
• Verbal recognition of thanks by the moderator
• Half-page insert in the reception program
• Three individual reception attendees
• Inclusion of company logo on screens during event
• Inclusion of promotional items in guest gift bags (optional)

Audio Visual Sponsor: $10,000
1 Opportunity Available
• Promotion on social media channels (Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook)
• Verbal recognition of thanks at the conference
• Inclusion of company logo on screens during event
• Logo on the moderator podium
• Two individual reception attendees
• Recognition on the CurePSP registration website with a link
to your website
• Half-page insert in the reception program
• Inclusion of promotional items in guest gift bags (optional)
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“The Neuroscience of Cocktails”
Beverage Sponsor: $10,000

Tailored Sponsorship Packages

1 Opportunity Available

potential level of branding and exposure that we offer. From

Your organization is guaranteed to get noticed when
you’re the bar sponsor!
• Company logo displayed on the bar(s) with “Beverages
Compliments of” heading
• Custom cocktail napkins with company logo
• Verbal recognition by the moderator
• Two individual reception attendees

Any budget is welcome and the above are examples of the
speaking, to branding, to supporting a networking reception,
there’s something for your company, and every package can be
tailored to your specific organizational development needs!
*All sponsorships are tax deductible and do not constitute CurePSP
endorsement. All submissions to the program are subject to CurePSP
approval. Any funds raised beyond the cost of the event will go towards
funding Dr. Robert Stern’s CTE research at Boston University.

• Inclusion of company logo on screens during event
• Half-page insert in the reception program
• You choose and name a cocktail (optional)
• Company logo and link displayed as the Beverage Sponsor
on event website (optional)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND TO BECOME
A CurePSP EVENT SPONSOR, CONTACT:
Jaclyn Zendrian, Vice President - Events
Zendrian@curepsp.org Phone: 347-294-2831

• Inclusion of promotional items in guest gift bags (optional)

TO REGISTER:
Cocktail Table Exhibitor: $500
Multiple Opportunities Available
• Dedicated cocktail table with drape
• Verbal recognition by the moderator

CTEinitiative.eventbrite.com
or contact Kelly at CurePSP at 347-394-1652 or
events@curepsp.org

• One individual reception attendee

For more information on CTE, please go to:

• Inclusion of company logo on screens during event

www.curepsp.org/cte

• Logo in the reception program
• Recognition on the CurePSP registration website with
a link to your website
• Inclusion of promotional items in guest gift bags (optional)

Match the “Text to Give” Opportunity
1 Opportunity Available
For each person who donates over the “text to give” platform, your
organization matches that amount fully or partially.
• Company logo and link displayed as the “Text to Give”
Matching Gift Sponsor on the event website
• Verbal recognition by the moderator
• Podium remarks by your representative during the dedicated
“text to give” call out
• Two individual reception attendees
• Inclusion of company logo on screens during event
• Full-page insert in the reception program
• Inclusion of promotional items in guest gift bags (optional)
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